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Personal Pronouns vs Object Pronoun - Wooskills

I eat 2 apples. b. Franck is speaking to ... With this video lesson, you will practice personal pronouns. Watch the video: ... Watch the video again and answer the questions. 1. Complete the ... Look at the moon, ______ is very bright! Replace the ... 
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PRONOUNS (4) Personal Pronouns vs Object Pronoun (01)



In context (LOC-GR4-01–I) 3 min



What is a personal pronoun?



Laura is happy



This fish is yellow



The boy sells lemonade



She is happy



It is yellow



He sells it



Personal Pronouns 12 min A personal pronoun represents a person, an animal, a place, an object or an idea. It replaces a noun. There are 2 types of personal pronouns: subjective pronouns and objective pronouns. A subjective pronoun is the subject in the sentence. Subject Pronoun I you (singular or plural) he (male) she (female) it (neuter) we they



Example I am nice you are nice he is nice she is nice it is nice we are nice they are nice



An objective pronoun is the object in the sentence. Object Pronoun me you (singular or plural) him (male) her (female) it (neuter) us them



Example Tom likes me Tom likes you Tom likes him Tom likes her Tom likes it Tom likes us Tom likes them



Writing Exercise 5 min Put the words in the correct order. 1. book / a / have / I ____________________________________________________________ 2. call / I / him / evening / every ____________________________________________________________ 3. year / her / visits / every / he ____________________________________________________________ 4. they / cinema / go / the / to / us / with ____________________________________________________________ 5. you / like / would / to / we / see ____________________________________________________________ 6. Bob / sure / them / knows / is / he ____________________________________________________________ 7. it / can / you / repair ____________________________________________________________ 8. are / them / love / I / dogs / great ____________________________________________________________ 9. apartment / live / we / in / an ____________________________________________________________ 10.I / her / she / me / like / likes / and ____________________________________________________________



Writing Exercise 5 min Match the 2 columns. 1. Julia is a good friend. 2. Eric is a good friend. 3. Julia and Eric are good friends. 4. You and I are good friends. 5. Money is a good friend.



a. We are good friends. b. She is a good friend. c. It is a good friend. d. He is a good friend. e. They are good friends.



1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______ 4. _______ 5. _______



Writing Exercise 5 min Match the 2 columns. 1. I eat a sandwich. 2. I eat 2 apples. 3. Franck is speaking to John. 4. Franck is speaking to Anna. 5. Franck is speaking to you and me. 1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______ 4. _______ 5. _______



a. Franck is speaking to him. b. Franck is speaking to her. c. I eat it. d. Franck is speaking to us. e. I eat them.



Writing Exercise 5 min Complete the sentences with the correct personal pronoun. 1. My name is Karen, _______ live in Australia. (I/he) 2. Listen, Sonia is speaking to _______. (you/I) 3. Nick is listening to _______. (he/him) 4. I am looking for Mary, I cannot see _______. (she/her) 5. We are late, Joe is waiting for _______. (we/us) 6. Suzie and I are best friend, _______ talk every day. (we/us) 7. Where are my parents? I need to speak to _______. (they/them) 8. _______ are not happy because I did not call them. (they/we) 9. It is raining, I am taking my umbrella with _______. (them/me) 10. Look at this cat, _______ looks hungry. (it/him) Reading Exercise with your Teacher 5 min Read the sentences to your teacher and say what words are pronouns. 1. I love ice cream. 2. They call us on the phone. 3. You tell him where we are going. 4. The house is beautiful, I like it. 5. She talks to him every day.



Speaking Exercise with your Teacher 5 min Read the sentences and reformulate them using as many pronouns as you can. Example: The birds are singing melodies in my garden. They are singing them in it. 1. The papers are on the table. 2. David has a computer and a printer at home. 3. My mother and I are visiting family members. 4. This coffee is cold. 5. Carla is writing the report for Mr. Heinz. Watch the Video! 10 min With this video lesson, you will practice personal pronouns. Watch the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQHpzfek0do&feature=related Watch the video again and answer the questions. 1. Complete the text: A pronoun is a word used in the place of a ____________. Like a noun, it may represent a ____________, ____________, idea or thing. 2. Replace the underlined word by a pronoun: a. The man is kayaking in rough waters.  _______ is kayaking in rough waters. b. People saw a replica of Captain Cook’s ship.  _______ saw a replica of Captain Cook’s ship. c. Hay was stacked on the back of a truck.  _______ was stacked on the back of a truck. d. Our family sailed on the ocean.  _______ sailed on the ocean.



3. Complete the sentences with: he/it/we/they. a. The monkey lives in the jungle, _______ eats a lot of bananas. b. Teresa and Matt love animals, _______ have 2 dogs. c. Sam prefers cats, _______ has 2 cats. d. My friend and I run together, _______ do it every Saturday.



Quiz 10 min True or False? 1. A pronoun is after the noun it represents.



true



false



2. A pronoun replaces a noun.



true



false



3. A subject pronoun is the object in a sentence.



true



false



4. A personal pronoun represents a person, an animal, a place, an object or an idea. true Complete the sentence with the correct subject pronoun: 1. Jenny is pretty, _______ is Canadian. 2. This is my friend Franck, _______ plays tennis with me. 3. Sandy and I are friends, _______ don’t work for the same company. 4. Kurt and his brother love surfing, _______ do it together. 5. Look at the moon, _______ is very bright! Replace the underlined words by an object pronoun: 1. You call your mother frequently.___________ 2. She drives a car.___________ 3. We are selling a tv and a bed.___________ 4. I am speaking to Ted.___________ 5. Ben is listening to you and me.___________



false
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Personal Pronouns vs Object Pronoun - Wooskills 

Franck is speaking to you and me. e. I eat them. 1. ... My mother and I are visiting family members. 4. ... This is my friend Franck, ______ plays tennis with me. 3.
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Personal Pronouns, Object Pronouns, Reflexive Pronouns - Wooskills 

â€žhe/himâ€Ÿ or â€žshe/herâ€Ÿ for a pet or an object, if we have feelings for them. Examples: Max is our dog, he is part of the family. I would love to go on The Queen ...
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Relative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Sometimes, when the relative pronoun is the object in the sentence, we do not say it. ... The movie ______ he is watching is in Spanish. ... Watch the Video!
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Possessive Pronouns - Wooskills 

I live my life and he lives ______. (his/its). 5. We deal with our problems and they deal with ______. (hers/theirs). 6. I have never seen this jacket, it is not ______ ...
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Interrogative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Interrogative pronouns can also be used as other parts of speech, such as ... 1) You should use 'who' in your question if you can answer with the pronoun ______. ... Quiz. 10 min. True or False? 1. Interrogative pronouns are used to ask ...
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Demonstrative Pronouns - Wooskills 

These children live next door. c. demonstrative adjective, singular, near. 4. Can you give me those, please? d. demonstrative pronoun, singular, near. 1. ______.
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Indirect Object Pronouns 

Indirect object pronouns with infinitives. If an infinitive (unconjugate verb) follows the conjugated verb, the indirect object pronoun must be placed BEFORE the verb of which they are the object. I am going to sell my car to Sarah. Je vais vendre ma
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Verbal aspect and personal pronouns 

16. â€£ 1sg: alternation between pronoun nÉ” (or nau) and Aorist na. MTA/VRS na ..... *nia ni = Î²ano Î²ano ni = maturu. 3sg. AO:3sg go. AO:3sg sleep. 'He went to ...
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Countable vs. Uncountable Nouns - Wooskills 

such as â€ža piece ofâ€Ÿ in order to express the singular. Examples: I will give you a piece of advice. This table is the most important piece of furniture in this house.
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Alex Francois - Verbal aspect and personal pronouns 

1sg Aorist includes /k/ as in Mwotlap nk, but this /k/ is a prefix to the verb. obvious when pronoun and verb are separated: Vera'a. Mwotlap. n s k- an. 1sg. PROSP ...
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FREN2025 STUDY NOTES DIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS me nous ... 

que je m'en aille/on se revoit bientÃ´t designer â†’ designate/Ã©lecteur â†’ voter/Ã©lire. â†’ elect/se faire inscrire â†’ to register/la lute. â†’ the struggle/un mandat â†’ term ...
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The historical morphology of personal pronouns in northern Vanuatu 

used to show the failure of the tree model â€“ will be demonstrated through a case study: the ... innovations in pronominal morphology generally constitute solid diagnostic ... examine the detailed evolution of pronominal forms. .... 4 Bracketed form
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The historical morphology of personal pronouns ... - Alexandre Francois 

innovations for each language, and in the reconstruction of words' histories. As each innovation ...... li vÉ™niÉ™. 1inc:pl with ART= celebration tomorrow LOC village.
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Alex Francois â€” Verbal Aspect and Personal Pronouns - CiteSeerX 

Vanuatu, eleven share a TAM category whose functions include sequential, .... The seven TAM categories requiring the marked form nÉ”k are the Aorist proper, ..... comparison with an ordinary TAM marker â€“ in this case, the Perfect.6 The .... for our
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The historical morphology of personal pronouns in northern Vanuatu 

16. Alexandre FranÃ§ois. 4.2.1. Summary. The table below lists all the innovations ... shows the accretion of two former pronouns: the heavy *nia and the light *ni.
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4 PRONOUNS 

imperfect tenses, and immediately precede the auxiliary verb in compound tenses like passÃ© composÃ© and plus-que-parfait. Malik lit le texto. Malik lisait le texto.
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Relative Pronouns 

person whose car is parled in front of the ... allé en Chine ('1980 is when I went to China'). ... aux États-Unis comptent beaucoup pour moi. Les amis à qui j'ai ...
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Subject pronouns 

Ici on parle franÃ§ais. Here people speak French. / French is spoken here. On va sortir ce soir. We're going out tonight. On ne sait jamais. You never know. Vous.
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Adverbs - Wooskills 

Some adverbs are made up of one word and a suffix. Examples: Suffix 'wise': clockwise, likewise, otherwiseâ€¦ Suffix 'wards': towards, forwards, backwardsâ€¦
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Determiners - Wooskills 

articles a, an, the the book demonstrative adjectives this, that, these, those ... b. to help define nouns, in terms of specificity (definite or indefinite), number,.
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Demonstratives - Wooskills 

A demonstrative is a word used to show something. What you show can be near or far from you. It can be singular or plural. There are four demonstratives:.
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Vocabulary - Wooskills 

Examples: Can I have some French Fries? Can I have some milk? Can I have a glass of milk? Can I have some ice cream? Can I have a scoop of ice cream?
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Sorry??? - Wooskills 

Stating you can't understand. Asking for clarification. I didn't catch that. I didn't understand. I don't understand. I'm sorry? Excuse me? Could you repeat, please?
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Articles - Wooskills 

Do you speak English? Meals. I will see you after ... You live on Main Street. Single mountains ... This is not the English I learned at school. The countries with an ...
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